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SUMMARY
Two approaches to marker assisted complex segregation analysis of halfsib data are pre

sented. In the first alternative, the alleles at the potential QTL are assumed to have fixed ef
fects. The corresponding statistical model is rather complex and does not allow a joint 
estimation of fixed environmental effects, genetic effects and variance components. In the se
cond approach, the QTL effects are assumed to be random. The resulting statistical model is 
much less complex, and so are the computational demands. Under this model, fixed effects 
can be included and both maximum likelihood and residual maximum likelihood estimates of 
the dispersion parameters can be obtained. Both approaches have been applied to analyze milk 
production traits with milk protein markers. Their characteristical properties are compared 
theoretically in the discussion.

INTRODUCTION
Complex segregation analysis (Elston and Stewart, 1971) originally has been developed 

m ain ly  to ascertain the mode of inheritance of genetic defects in humans. The maximum like
lihood concept underlying this approach can be generalized to cope with continuous traits as 
well and has been applied in an animal breeding context (see e.g. Rnott and Haley, 1989; 
LeRoy et al., 1989; Thaller, 1992). Complex segregation analysis tries to fit an appropriate ge
netic model to the phenotypic distribution of the trait of interest The efficiency of this method 
can be considerably increased by adding information on genetic markers, provided they are 
Knifed to the assumed single genes affecting the trait It is the objective of this contribution to 
present two approaches to this marker assisted complex segregation analysis (MACSA, Liu,
1993) which can be used in halfsib designs typically arising in progeny testing schemes with 
dairy cattle.

STRUCTURE OF THE DATA AND BASIC GENETIC MODEL
It is assumed that j  = 1,... n unrelated and non-inbred sires have varying numbers of 

daughters in the material, sire j  having d;- daughters. For each daughter, a continuous phenoty
pe y  and a marker-genotype M° is known. In the simplest case with a single diallelic marker, 
M ° can take three different values; if the marker alleles are named A and B, M° can be AA, 
AB, or BB. It is assumed, that for the sires neither the marker genotype nor a phenotypic re
cord is available. The daughters are spread over different environments and potentially are af
fected by additional fixed effects.
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The basic genetic model fitted to this type of data assumes the presence of a single major quantita
tive trait locus (QTL) affecting the trait of interest. In addition to this QTL, additive polygenic variation 
is assumed to be present The model can be written as

yn
where

x 'jfi + gno + ui + ei5 2 eji

y ji  1S * e phenotypic performance of daughter /  of sire j ;
x 'jfi  is the set of fixed environmental effects of daughter / of sire
gqo is the fixed effect of the genotype q9, of daughter / of sire j  at the assumed QTL;
Uj is the random polygenic effect of sire j ;
eji is the random error term of daughter / of sire j.

The random components of the model are assumed to be distributed

u ~ N 0
y

Ih2/4  x a 2 0
e V 0 0 7(1 - i?2/4 )  x a 2

Pj /2
where h is the polygenic heritability and G~ is the phenotypic variance of the trait. In the simplest 
case, a diallelic QTL can be assumed with, say, the three possible genotypes RR, RS, and SS and the 
corresponding genotypic means (following the parameterization of Falconer, 1989) ggR = p. + a, g = 
M + d, and gRR = n - a. Assuming that the QTL and the marker locus are linked with recombination rate 
r and * at ^  frequencies at the marker locus and the QTL are P(A)= m and P(R)= q , respective
ly, the unknown population parameters can be collected in the vector 0’, = (\x a d a m r h2 n 2\ 
and P contains the unknown fixed effects. 1 ’ p

M A C S A  WITH FIXED EFFECTS OF THE QTL
The key problem with the above model is that QTL genotypes of the sires and daughters are not 

known, hi writing the appropriate likelihood, it is therefore necessary to account for the respective 
probabilities of QTL genotypes. A second problem is, that it is hardly possible to account for fixed 
environmental effects in a segregation analysis. Therefore, the observations have to be preconected by 
replacing the vector of observations y  through y  = y - X P ,  where p is either estimated from the same 
data or from a different (maybe larger) set of data. The joint likelihood for the precorrected phenotypic 
information of the daughters in y and the marker information from the daughters, given in M  can be 
written as (Liu, 1993):

n 3

L(0|y,M) = n  £  P ( < |M g ...... < )  X P ( Q g j M  l )  J *(«,-, W )
i, = 1 ’ -o.

n p ( " K l  f : U - ; * 2>o))d„,

In this likelihood, Q and M represent the QTL and the marker genotype of an individual, superscripts s 
and indicate sire and offspring genotypes, and <f> (a, b) is the density in a of a normal distribution
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with mean 0 and variance b. In the first line, the product is taken over all sires and a sum is taken over 
all sire marker genotypes, weighted with the appropriate probability conditional on the offspring geno
types. The second summation is over the four potential QTL genotypes followed by an integral over the 
polygenic genotype. In the second line, the product is taken over all offspring of this sire, weighting the 
normal density of the daughters phenotypic deviation from its expected value with the conditional 
probability of the daughter QTL genotype, given the daughter's and sire's marker genotype and the si
re's QTL genotype.

The four conditional probabilities in this likelihood are quite complex and were derived by Liu
(1993). The parameters in 9 can be estimated by maximizing this likelihood with a derivative free al
gorithm. To compute the likelihood in any one point in the parameter space, the integration was re
placed by a Gauss-Hermite quadrature (Ledeimann, 1982).

M A C S A  WITH RANDOM EFFECTS OF THE QTL
The additive (cr2) and the dominance (o2) genetic variance at the QTL are (Falconer, 1989): 
a 2 = 2 q ( l - q )  [a+ ( 1 - 2 q ) A  and C2 = [2^(1 - q ) d } 2.

Making use of this, an alternative statistical model can be written in matrix form as 
y  = X $ + Z u + q + £

where, in addition to the symbols defined earlier, Z is the matrix assigning daughters to sires, q is the 
vector of additive genetic effects of the QTL and £ is the vector of combined dominance effects at the 
QTL and random errors. In this approach, the effects in q are considered as random. The random com
ponents in this model are assumed to be distributed

u
f

0 K  0 o
\

‘1 ~ N 0 9 0 So2 0

£ V. 0 0 0 /o 2 >

where a 2 is the sum of the residual variance and the dominance variance at the QTL. Without further 
information, the dispersion matrix of the additive effects at the QTL, S, is equal to the general halfsib 
relationship matrix, which would not allow to distinct between additive genetic effects at the QTL and 
in the polygenic component If, however, information on one or several linked markers is available, S 
can be replaced through S| M,  which is a function of the marker allele frequency m and the recombina
tion rate r, but is independent of the number, frequency, and effects of QTL alleles (Simianer, 1993)

2 2 2. Collecting the unknown dispersion parameters in 0 '2 = (m, r, au, aq, o£) and using 
V = Z Z ’g2u + (S\M)  a2 + /a 2, the likelihood is proportional to

n e p , M )
(j-jrprv-' (J--JTP)

_____ I_____ e 2
(2 ji) n/2 |VI1/2

where N  is the total number of observations. Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters can be 
easily obtained, and an extension to residual maximum likelihood estimation (Patterson and Thomp
son, 1971) is straightforward. This approach is described in more detail by Simianer (1993).
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DISCUSSION
An application of the first approach (fixed QTL effects) will be reported at this conference (Liu et 

al„ 1994); the second approach (random QTL effects) was also applied to a similar problem (Simianer,
1993). In this latter approach, the normality assumption for the random QTL effect certainly is an ap
proximation, which, however, may be acceptable if the putative QTL has several alleles or represents a 
cluster of several loci. The main properties of the two approaches are compared in the following table.

QTL effects: fixed random
Number of parameters to estimate 7 5
Computational requirements very high moderate
Is it possible to estimate fixed environmental effects in the model? no yes
Is it necessary to define properties of a QTL (number of alleles etc.)? yes no
Is it possible to include multiple markers? yes yes
Is it possible to estimate the position of a QTL in marker intervals? yes no (?)
Is it possible to detect a QTL which is not linked to the marker? yes no
Do sires with ambiguous marker genotypes add any information? yes no
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